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About This Game

Build weird and wonderful vehicles using whatever you can find. Master rockets, balloons, parachutes and more. Save as many
Keebles as you can, and be quick - the Whale at the End of the World won't wait forever!

Keebles challenges you to build vehicles to transport the fragile Bobble across 30 challenging levels, saving Keebles along the
way.

Use the Workshop to design your vehicle. Different levels provide different items to make your vehicle from. Make use of
various wheels, beams and gadgets to roll, slide, float and fly. The best design isn't always the most complicated, nor the most

simple. Experiment and see what works best!

There are five stars to be earned for each level, plus a bonus Time Challenge award. Getting all of them isn't going to be easy,
but it will be fun!

Key Features

Construct weird and wonderful vehicles.

Fun and challenging physics puzzles get you thinking outside the box.

5 stars to earn per level plus a bonus time challenge.
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Different vehicle design strategies required for stars and time challenges.

Multiple solutions are possible for every level, creativity is essential!
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It's like the fun ran away and you have to collect it.. bug on timer? and a-not-really-helping-hint... so annoying when I can not
get all the stars... tabok git gud. This games fun. The core game is quite easy but the challenges are hard. It's not easy getting
100%, which adds a fair bit of replay value.. Finished the game today, had a lot of fun. It\u00b4s like bad piggies. You can build
different vehicles to catch all the keebles.
Runs smooth on laptop.

But it\u00b4s really hard to get half of the archivements. Breaking the glas 10000 times? It would take hours or days to do that -
for a single archivement?!. It's like bad piggies without the angry birds brand. Fun game so far
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Fun and challenging game. A nice physics-puzzle game with cool graphics and ''music'' which i quite liked. Can be frustrating
but the more you understand the mechanics the easier it will get, as it usually happens with such games. Has some really
challenging achievements which i really enjoyed trying to get. Some of them are really exaggerated like break the bobble 10k
times or travel 7km and thus really time consuming. Overall i would recommend this game as a pleasant experience.. I love this
type of building game (like fantastic contraption almost) and it's definetly worth checking out if you are a fan of those games,
but the art style and pallet make it totally unplayable. The designers had a great idea but the visual style really turned me off; I
couldn't ignore that every asset in the game looks like bad clipart from a free Windows 95 MS Paint clone. I only played a dozen
levels before my eyes couldn't take it anymore, too bad it might have been a fun game.. i think this is a great game, and at times
very challenging, but thats the fun of the game... and of course when you get crushed by a giant boulder :D i still cant get past
that part :P i enjoyed this game, and would recomened it to anyone who likes chellanging games :3
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